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FADE IN:

SUPER:    "Inspired by a true story."

EXT. PARK - DAY

A glorious blue sky, scattered clouds, the cool of the day.

CRAIG SANCHEZ,(35), and his disabled son, TYLER SANCHEZ (11), 
shuffle side by side along the path. Tyler wears glasses with 
thick bifocals, his ears oddly shaped. 

Young children race across a swinging bridge on a playground 
in the b.g.

CRAIG (V.O.)
I have taken this stroll with my 
son many times... but today he 
decided to leave his leg braces in 
the car after months of physical 
therapy.

Tyler wears a gait belt around his waist, ambles with an 
uncoordinated stride.

CRAIG (V.O.)  (CONT'D)
I insisted Tyler wear his special 
belt, just in case. 

A mother pushes a baby stroller toward them. Tyler freezes 
like a statue, sucks in his breath, pokes his cheeks out like 
a blowfish. The mother gives him a wide girth. 

CRAIG (V.O.)  (CONT'D)
Baby strollers... no problem. It's 
the joggers, bikers, and especially 
the skateboarders that he struggles 
with the most. 

Craig helps Tyler get started; his arms cock at the elbow 
cause an exaggerated swing.

CRAIG (V.O.)  (CONT'D)
He cherishes our walks together... 
... as do I... especially when it's 
not crowded. 

They stride beside a fence in the outfield where a little 
league baseball game's in full swing.

CRAIG (V.O.)  (CONT'D)
I can tell he's enjoying it by the 
upturned smirk on his face and an 
occasional snort. A smirk is 
Tyler's unique way to smile.
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Tyler nudges me as he usually does when we come within view 
of the scoreboard. 

CRAIG (V.O.)  (CONT'D)
Our time together on this day would 
prove to be an eye opener for both 
of us. 

ON SCOREBOARD: Top of the seventh inning; Cubs 14, Tigers 3. 

BACK TO SCENE 

He squints, looks puzzled, tries to make sense of the 
numbers.

TYLER
Wwha... whha... what's the score?

CRAIG
Fourteen to three.

Tyler counts to ten with his fingers. He grabs Craig's hand 
to complete the count, folds back three fingers. A sad 
expression crosses Tyler's face.

TYLER
Nine, ten, eleven points. They 
don't have a prayer do they dad?

CRAIG
Good job, Tyler... fourteen take 
away three.

( )shakes his head
It's lopsided for sure but there's 
hope. Games not over yet.

Tyler meanders to the fence, looses his balance, grabs hold, 
glances at the player in right field, grins ear to ear. 

TYLER
I think I know him.

( )yells
Hi Billy. 

Tyler waves at the right fielder; the boy smiles, waves using 
his glove.

TYLER (CONT'D)
Is Billy's team winning.

Craig strides beside Tyler. They watch the action. Two 
players on base. A pitch gets away. One of them races home, 
slides. The umpire motions - safe.
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CRAIG
No, the team at bat. 

TYLER
In the blue? 

CRAIG
Yes... the Cubs with the letter "C" 
on their ball caps.

TYLER
Like you always say, it's how you 
play... that's what counts. 

CRAIG
Right, son. You can't win 'em all.

A player hits a foul ball; it angles toward them. Tyler 
leaps; the ball flies well over his head, bangs against a 
mighty oak.

TYLER
Almost caught it.

Tyler skips to the ball, picks it up. A squirrel scampers 
along the branches; Tyler's captivated - follows the critter 
- circles the tree. 

TYLER (CONT'D)
Squirrel.

Craig nods. Tyler clumsily darts to the fence near the 
dugout, tosses the ball on the field. 

CRAIG
Good throw Tyler. Where'd you learn 
to throw like that?

Two Tiger players roll a baseball to one another along the 
bench in the dugout. 

TYLER
Recess at school.

( )snorts
You think they'll let me play?

Craig wrinkles his eyebrows. 

TYLER (CONT'D)
Tyler, son... we've talked about 
this before. 

The Tiger players warming the bench, shrug, their eye's light 
up. 
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PLAYER 1
There's no way we're pulling this 
one out the bag. 

PLAYER 2
I'm sure coach won't mind.

Player 2 tosses an old jersey over the fence. Craig catches 
it, a serious look in his eyes.

CRAIG
Don't you think you better ask your 
coach?

PLAYER 2
( )grins

It'll be fine. He's my dad.

Craig hesitates, shakes his head.

CRAIG
I'm not so sure.

Tyler lifts his legs, his tongue's out like a puppy. 

TYLER
I'm doing oh-kay without my braces. 

( )pleads
Ju... Just this once?

CRAIG
( )smiles

You wore me down.

Craig helps Tyler pull the jersey over his head. 

CRAIG (CONT'D)
Go get 'em champ.

Player 1 guides Tyler through the gate held open by Player 2, 
who plops his ball cap on Tyler's head.

CRAIG (V.O.)  (CONT'D)
It's a rarity to see Tyler so 
excited. He exploded in smirks, 
smiles, giggles, and a few snorts. 

( )beat
As for me, I prayed he wouldn't 
hurt himself. 

( )beat
However, I was curious at this 
point about the Tigers' coach and 
his wonderful son. 
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EXT. LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL FIELD - DAY

The Tiger's coach signals a "time-out" to the ump. 

Everything stops.

The Tigers' first and second baseman welcome Tyler with a 
high tens and a fist bump, accept him like he's one of their 
own.

The coach pats Tyler on his back, holds up a glove.

TIGER'S COACH
Righty or a lefty?

Tyler flaps his arms, circles around the bag at first. The 
coach glances at Craig.

CRAIG
Won't matter.

TIGER'S COACH
Righty it is.

Coach stops Tyler on the second go-round; Tyler slips the 
glove on his right hand. 

TIGER'S COACH  (CONT'D)
( )chuckles

Your other right.

Tyler switches hands. The coach waves toward right field; the 
player jogs to first base, gives Tyler a high-five. 

RIGHT FIELDER
Hi'ya buddy. I'm Bobbie, but you 
were close. Do your best. You're on 
our team.

Tyler leaps, scrambles unconventionally to right field, ends 
against the fence. The coach motions him closer.

TIGER'S COACH
Come on in a little, Tyler.

Tyler takes three giant steps away from the fence, stops. The 
player at second base, turns briefly to Tyler.

SECOND BASEMAN
A lefty's coming up... a good 
hitter. 

The second baseman signals his team with two fingers in a 
"V", gets into a defensive posture.
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SECOND BASEMAN  (CONT'D)
Two outs... let's get this guy out.

Craig leans against the fence, watches Tyler chase a 
butterfly dance across the outfield. 

CRAIG (V.O.)
I was surprised how easily the 
whole team warmed up to Tyler.

( )beat
Had they seen us walk through the 
park before?

( )beat
Talk about events that warm your 
heart. 

( )beat
I knew Tyler liked to watch the 
games, but never realized how much 
he needed to be on a real team.

INFIELD

A Cub player, batting "lefty", steps to the plate, fouls off 
a few balls. Craig WHISTLES at Tyler.

CRAIG
Get ready, son.

The next pitch.

BAM! A line drive. The ball bounces through the gap into 
right field. 

OUTFIELD

TYLER
( )screams

I got it.

Tyler awkwardly bends down. The ball races beneath his legs. 

TIGER'S TEAM
( )simultaneously

Get it Tyler. Throw it in. You can 
do it. Second base. Toss it to 
second.

Tyler turns, takes stiff giant steps, grabs the ball, winds 
up in slow motion, heaves it in the general direction of the 
infield. 

INFIELD

The Cub runner rounds second, races for third.
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The short stop catches Tyler's throw, tags him out. 

CRAIG (V.O.)
Talk about a proud papa. I couldn't 
have done better myself. 

The Tigers' team jogs to the dugout. Tyler's last to arrive. 
The coach holds out his fist: Tyler bumps it. 

TIGER'S COACH
How 'bout that, Tyler. Way to go!

Tyler grins, exuberance.

TYLER
Thanks coach.

Tears swell up in Craig's eyes. Player 2 glances at Craig, 
sees him wipe his eyes. 

He smiles, winks at Craig, strides to his dad. 

PLAYER 2
Dad... can we let Tyler bat? It's 
the last inning.

Coach pulls a roster from his back pocket, scans it.

TIGER'S COACH
He's battin' clean-up. Need someone 
to get on base. 

A short teammate strolls over, taps coach's lower back. 

SHORT PLAYER
Coach. No problem. I'll crouch 
down. 

EXT. BASEBALL DIAMOND - DAY 

The short Tiger's player hugs the bag on first base.

The Cub's pitcher is half-way between the mound and home 
plate. He lobs the pitch underhand. Tyler swings clumsily, 
misses.

The umpire steps out, dust off the plate. He moves Tyler's 
hands up on the handle.

UMPIRE
Choke up. Keep your eye on the 
ball.

The ump returns, stoops behind the catcher. 
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UMPIRE (CONT'D)
Play ball.

Tyler digs his feet in the clay, holds out the bat with 
determination. The pitcher gingerly tossed at Tyler's bat. 
Tyler swings. 

WHACK. The ball rolls softy toward the first base line. 

The pitcher easily gloves the ball before Tyler leaves the 
batter's box; he holds the bat. His team leap from the 
dugout.

TIGER'S TEAM
( )simultaneously

Run, Tyler. Run to first. Go Tyler. 
Get going. Go boy. You can make it. 
Drop the bat. Let go of the bat, 
Tyler.

Tyler rambles along the baseline, releases the bat. 

He stares at the pitcher - the ball's in his grip, his 
elbow's cocked. The short Tiger player races to second. 

CRAIG (V.O.)
Before the pitcher threw the ball 
to first, he glanced at me, stopped 
his motion, grinned and laughed.

( )beat
Was I in for a treat. He threw the 
ball over the first baseman's head. 

Tyler scampers to first, wide-eyed, filled with glee. 

BOTH TEAMS
( )simultaneously

Run to second. Tyler, run to second 
base. Go on. Go, Tyler, go!

Coach waves Tyler on. Tyler catches his breath, stumbles, 
gets up, continues toward second. The short player slides 
into third base.

The Cub's right fielder gathers the ball, prepares to throw 
to second base, hesitates. 

The small CROWD in the bleachers rise to their feet, CHEER 
for Tyler.

The Cub's coach crosses the foul line, shakes his head at the 
right fielder. The fielder throws the ball in the dirt 
between second and third base. 

The ball rolls to the fence. The short player runs home, 
crosses the plate. Tyler tags second base, heads to third. 
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The crowd ERUPTS. The Cub's short stop pats Tyler's back.

CUB'S SHORT STOP
You've got it, Tyler. Keep going. 

The third baseman trots to retrieve the ball, drops it 
several times. 

Tyler rounds third, misses the bag. 

CROWD
( )simultaneously

Back, back. Go back Tyler. Tag up. 
That's the way. 

The pitcher guides him back to third; Tyler stomps on the 
bag. Everyone's on their feet, The ump motions to Tyler.

UMPIRE
Tyler, come home. This way. Tyler, 
run home. 

Tyler bounds for home. The third baseman throws the ball to 
the backstop behind the plate. Tyler steps on home; his team 
gather around him, CHEER. 

Both coaches, with help from the umpire, hoist Tyler on their 
shoulders, paraded Tyler's accomplishment for all to enjoy.

EVERYONE
( )chant

Tyler... Tyler... Tyler.

The small crowd, players on both teams - and a few folks 
passing by - celebrate, joy and excitement on every face. 

Craig covers his face with his hands, CRIES UNRESTRAINED.

MONTAGE - IN THE PARK WITH TYLER AND CRAIG

-- Orange and yellow leaves fall across the path beside the 
ball field. Tyler, in leg braces, and Craig stroll along side 
by side. 

-- Craig clears snow from the first rung of the bleachers; 
Tyler and Craig, in heavy coats, sit behind home plate, stare 
at the field as wind sweeps snow across the field. 

TYLER
Watch this dad.

Tyler makes a snow ball, throws it toward the dugout.

CRAIG
Good arm, son.
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TYLER
( )proudly

I've still got it.

-- Patches of weeds clutter the infield. Craig tosses tennis 
balls near the mound to Tyler. He clumsily catches a few. 

END MONTAGE

SUPER:    "One Year Later"

Craig leans against the fence by the dugout. The Tiger's team 
takes the field. BOBBIE stops at the gate.

BOBBIE
Thanks for coming to our opener.

CRAIG
You're playing the Cubs. 

BOBBIE
Sorry about your loss, Mr. Sanchez.

Bobby spits in his glove, rubs the pocket. 

CRAIG
It's my therapy.

( )beat
Coach still have you in right?

BOBBIE
Yeah. I think about Tyler every 
time I trot out there. 

CRAIG
That means more than you know.

( )beat
Have a great game.

Bobbie scampers to right field. 

Craig moseys to the bleachers, climbs to the top, watches the 
team warm up. A Cub's batter swings a bat in the warm-up 
circle. 

Craig views the scoreboard, turns his eyes toward right 
field. 

CRAIG (V.O.)  (CONT'D)
These boys gave Tyler a victory 
celebration suitable for a hero. 
I've never experienced anything 
like it before or since.

( )beat
Was I was proud... not only of my 
son... but everyone who selflessly 
created a magnificent memory for 

(MORE)



CRAIG (V.O.) (CONT'D)
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Tyler. It's true that the little 
children shall lead us.

( )beat
When Tyler greeted his mom that 
evening nearly two years ago and 
shared his story, she wept. For the 
first time in his life, Tyler 
believed in himself. I still 
picture Tyler's joy as he re-told 
his accomplishment again and again. 

( )beat
Our walks in the park weren't the 
same after Tyler's health 
deteriorated. He never again 
requested to play ball, satisfied 
to be among the crowd, cheering.

( )beat
Tyler talked about his homerun 
frequently until the day he died 
this past winter.

FADE TO BLACK.

SUPER: 
"Craig never missed a Tiger's game 
that season. He and the coach 
became best of friends.             
                               
Eventually, his friend talked Craig 
into coaching his own team.         
                                 
The Americans with Disabilities 
Act, passed by Congress in 1990, 
affords certain rights for both 
physically and mentally handicapped 
persons.                            
                                
Even with current law to protect 
the mentally challenged, many feel 
they are still being discriminated 
against because of their deficits 
in adaptive behavior."

FADE OUT.


